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IMPORTANT – YOU MUST READ THE FOLLOWING
BEFORE CONTINUING: The information contained in  this 

document has been prepared by GR Companies, Inc.  doing 

business as Grassroots Cannabis (“Grassroots”  or the 

“Company”) and contains confidential information  pertaining 

to the business, operations and assets

of the Company. The information contained in this  document 

(a) is provided as at the date hereof and is  subject to change 

without notice, (b) does not purport  to contain all the 

information that may be necessary or  desirable to fully and 

accurately evaluate an investment  in the Company and (c) is 

not to be considered as a  recommendation by the Company 

that any person  make an investment in the Company. An

investment

in the securities described herein is speculative and  involves 

a number of risks that should be considered by  a prospective 

investor. Prospective investors should  carefully consider the 

risk factors described under  “Risk Factors” in this 

presentation before investing in  the Company and 

purchasing the securities described

herein. No sales of the securities of the Company shall be  made 

until the Company and the potential investor enter  into a 

subscription agreement for such securities. This  document is 

confidential and is being provided to you  solely for your 

information and may not be reproduced,  in whole or in part, in 

any form or forwarded or further  distributed to any other 

person. Any forwarding,  distribution or reproduction of this 

document in whole  or in part is unauthorized. This 

presentation is not,

and under no circumstances is to be construed as,  a 

prospectus, or advertisement or a public  offering

of securities of the Company. Prospective investors  should not 

assume that this document is complete and  should conduct 

their own analysis and investigation of  the Company and 

consult with their own financial, legal,  tax and other business 

advisors before investing in the  Company. By accepting and 

reviewing this document, you  acknowledge and agree (i) to 

maintain the confidentiality  of this document and the 

information contained herein,

(ii) to protect such information in the same manner  you 

protect your own confidential information, which  shall be 

at least a reasonable standard of care and (iii)  to not utilize 

any of the information contained herein  except to assist 

with your evaluation of a potential  investment in the 

Company. This document may have

been sent to you in an electronic form. You are reminded  that 

documents transmitted via this medium may be  altered or 

changed during the process of electronic  transmission. You are 

responsible for protecting against  viruses and other 

destructive items. Your receipt of

this electronic transmission is at your own risk and it is  your 

responsibility to take precautions to ensure that  it is free from 

viruses and other items of a destructive  nature. As a 

consequence of the above, neither the  Company nor any 

director, officer, employee or agent of  any of them or any 

affiliate of any such person accepts  any liability or 

responsibility whatsoever in respect of

any difference between the document distributed to you  in 

electronic format and the hard copy version that may  be made 

available to you. The information presented  herein was 

prepared or obtained by the Company.

Nothing contained herein is, or should be relied on as, a

promise or representation as to the future performance of the

Company. Unless otherwise noted, all information contained

herein is provided as of the date hereof and is subject to

change without notice.

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD- LOOKING 

INFORMATION AND FORWARD-LOOKING

STATEMENTS: Certain statements in this presentation  

constitute forward-looking statements and forward  looking 

information within the meaning of applicable  Canadian and 

United States securities legislation  (collectively herein referred 

to as “forward-looking  statements”), which can often be 

identified by words  such as “will”, “may”, “estimate”, “expect”, 

“plan”,  “project”, “intend”, “anticipate” and other words  

indicating that the statements are forward-looking. Such  

forward-looking statements are expectations only and  are 

subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties  and other 

important factors, including, but not limited  to, risk factors 

included in this presentation, that could  cause the actual 

results, performance or achievements  of the Company or 

industry results to differ materially  from any future results, 

performance or achievements  implied by such forward-looking 

statements. Such risks  and uncertainties include, among 

others, dependence

on obtaining and maintaining regulatory approvals,  including 

acquiring and renewing state, local or other  licenses; 

engaging in activities which currently are illegal  under United 

States federal law and the uncertainty

of existing protection from United States federal or  other 

prosecution; regulatory or political change such

as changes in applicable laws and regulations, including  

United States state-law legalization, due to inconsistent  

public opinion, perception of the medical-use and

adult-use cannabis industry, bureaucratic delays or  

inefficiencies or any other reasons; any other factors or  

developments which may hinder market growth; reliance  on 

management; the effect of capital market conditions  and 

other factors on capital availability; competition,  including 

from more established or better financed  competitors; the 

need to secure and maintain corporate  alliances and 

partnerships, including with customers

and suppliers; potential damage to or destruction of  property, 

loss of life and environmental damage; and  general economic, 

market and business conditions.  These factors should be 

considered carefully and readers  are cautioned not to place 

undue reliance on such  forward-looking statements.

The financial information provided herein has assumed  that 

all outstanding option agreements, or similar  contractual 

agreements, related to entities with  outstanding applications 

or recently won applications  (i.e. Arkansas, Connecticut, 

Pennsylvania, Oklahoma,  and Nevada) are exercised and such 

application entities,  or the economics of such application 

entities, become  owned by the company. If not all application 

entities  become owned by the company, then the Company's

projected revenues may decrease and the overall value of  the 

Company will be reduced accordingly.

These risks, uncertainties and assumptions could

DISCLAIMERS
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adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of  the 

plans and events described herein. In addition, even  if the 

outcome and financial effects of the plans and

events described herein are consistent with the forward-

looking statements contained in this presentation, those  

results or developments may not be indicative of results  or 

developments in subsequent periods. Although the  Company 

has attempted to identify important risks

and factors that could cause actual actions, events  or 

results to differ materially from those described in

forward-looking statements, there may be other factors  and 

risks that cause actions, events or results not to be  as 

anticipated, estimated or intended. Forward-looking  

information contained in this presentation is based on  the 

Company’s current estimates, expectations and  projections, 

which are based on the information available  as of the date of 

this document. Prospective investors  should not place undue 

reliance on any forward-looking  statement contained in this 

presentation. Forward- looking statements contained in this 

document are  made of the date of this presentation and, 

except as  required by applicable law, the Company assumes

no obligation to update or revise them to reflect new events  or 

circumstances. Historical statements contained in  this 

document regarding past trends or activities should  not be 

taken as a representation that such trends

or activities will continue in the future. In this regard,  certain 

financial information contained herein has been  extracted 

from, or based upon, information available

in the public domain and/or provided by the Company.  In 

particular historical results should not be taken as a

representation that such trends will be replicated in the

future. No statement in this document is intended to be nor

may be construed as a profit forecast.

An investment in the Company is speculative and involves  

substantial risk and is only suitable for investors that  

understand the potential consequences and are able to  bear 

the risk of losing their entire investment. Investors  should 

consider the following risks, in addition to many  others, and 

consult with their own legal, tax and financial  advisors with 

respect to all such risks before making an  investment.

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FUTURE-ORIENTED
FINANCIAL INFORMATION: To the extent any forward- looking 

statement in this presentation constitutes “future- oriented 

financial information” or “financial outlooks” within  the meaning 

of applicableCanadian

securities laws, such information is being provided to  

demonstrate the anticipated market penetration and  the 

reader is cautioned that this information may not  be 

appropriate for any other purpose and the reader  should not 

place undue reliance on such future-oriented  financial 

information and financial outlooks. Future- oriented financial 

information and financial outlooks, as  with forward-looking 

statements generally, are, without  limitation, based on the 

assumptions and subject to the  risks set out above under the 

heading “Cautionary Note  Regarding Forward-Looking 

Information and Forward- Looking Statements”. The 

Company’s actual financial  position and results of operations 

may differ materially from management’s current expectations 

and, as a result,

the Company’s revenue and expenses may differ materially  from 

the revenue and expenses profiles provided in this  presentation. 

Such information is presented for illustrative  purposes only and 

may not be an indication of the  Company’s actual financial 

position or results of operations.  USE OF NON-IFRS MEASURES: 

This presentation refers  to EBITDA and EBITDA margin because 

certain investors  may use this information to assess the 

Company’s  performance and also determine the Company’s

ability to generate cash flow. Grassroots believes EBITDA, which 

it  defines as earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation  and 

amortization, is one indicator of Grassroots’ financial  

performance and uses it as a proxy for the earning  potential of 

the business. EBITDA is an economic  measure that reflects the 

reduction for the cost of debt  capital and the tax effects by 

adding back interest and  taxes to earnings. EBITDA margin is 

EBITDA as a  percentage of revenue. This data is furnished to 

provide  additional information and is a non-IFRS measure and  

does not have any standardized meaning prescribed by  IFRS. It 

should not be considered in isolation as a  substitute for 

measures of performance prepared in  accordance with IFRS 

and is not necessarily indicative of  operating costs presented 

under IFRS.

THIRD PARTY INFORMATION: This presentation  includes market 

and industry data which was obtained  from various publicly 

available sources and other sources  believed by the Company 

to be true. Although the  Company believes it to be reliable, the 

Company has not  independently verified any of the data from

third-party

sources referred to in this presentation, or analyzed or  

verified the underlying reports relied upon or referred  to by 

such sources, or ascertained the underlying  assumptions 

relied upon by such sources. The Company  does not make any 

representation as to the accuracy of  such information.

TAXATION: Prospective investors should be aware  that the 

purchase of securities of the Company or any  entity related 

thereto may have tax consequences  both in Canada and the 

United States. The Company  assumes no responsibility for 

the tax consequences of  any investment. Each prospective 

investor is strongly  encouraged to consult its own tax 

advisor concerning any purchase of securities of the 

Company or any entity  related thereto.

CAUTIONARY NOTE TO UNITED STATES INVESTORS:
The securities of the Company described herein have not  been 

and will not be registered under the United States  federal or 

state securities laws and may not be offered  or sold in the 

United States, or to, or for the account

or benefit of, “U.S. Persons” as such term is defined in  

Regulation S under the United States Securities Act of  1933, 

as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”), unless an  exemption 

from registration is available. Prospective  investors will be 

required to represent, among other  things, that they meet 

the definition of “accredited  investor” (as defined in Rule 

502(a) of Regulation D  under the U.S. Securities Act) and are 

familiar with  and understand the terms of the offering and 

have all  requisite authority to make such investment

DISCLAIMERS
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MOVEMENTS ARE DRIVEN BY MEANING AND OUR  NAME 
IS AT THE CORE OF WHO WE ARE.

Grassroots movements are inclusive and born from the ground up, led  
by people from all walks of life who come together to advance a common  
passion. Our name reflects this type of movement and the collaborative  
culture and spirit behind it.

OUR TAGLINE:

We’ve embraced this spirit as a company and it drives the work that wedo.
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INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS

VERTICALLY INTEGRATED OPERATIONS
Vertical integration in states with high barriers to entry (IL, MD, PA, OH, ND and VT), with  dominant 
market share in IL, PA and VT

LARGE MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Legal cannabis spending is projected to reach $32B by 2022

STRONG RETAIL & PRODUCT BRANDS
Building a national dispensary network with branded products to address the medicinal,  
nutraceutical, wellness and adult-use markets

SUCCESSFUL TRACK RECORD OF WINNING LICENSES
Unmatched ability to win licenses in competitive state-run processes

STRONG CAPITAL POSITION
Grassroots has raised a total of $165mm of capital, is fully funded for its current growth  plan, and 
has only $6mm of debt

PROFITABLE OPERATING MODEL
Scalable operating model with a strong focus on profitability and proven ability to execute  set 
Grassroots apart from the competition

PROVEN LEADERSHIP TEAM
A proven leadership team with broad and deep experience in business ownership,  
management and retail
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PA

PA

FEB 2015
IL Dispensary licenses  

awarded

JAN 2016
IL Dispensaries opened 

for business

MID 2016
NV Begin operations

AUG-DEC 2016
MD Licenses awarded

FEB 2017
IL Cultivation license  

acquired

JUN 2017
Licenses awarded

AUG 2017
MD Opened grower/  

processor facility

NOV 2017
OH Cultivation license  

awarded

*Thefollowing entitiesaresubjecttooption agreements,or similar contractual relationships, thatarefurtherdescribed  in theriskfactors

section underthesub-section titled"Information RegardingCertainLicenseHoldingEntities".

COMPANY TIMELINE

2015

2016

2017

JAN 2018
MD Dispensary  

opened

MAR 2018
IL Attained status as  

largest vertically  
integrated operator in 
the state

AUG 2018
IL SB336 Opioid Bill  

Passed; expanding  
access to chronic  
pain patients

OH Processing license  
awarded

JUN 2018
MD Signed Management  

Agreement for additional  
dispensary

OH Dispensary licenses  
awarded

Acquired rights to 6  
additional dispensary  
licenses

DEC 2018
PA Awarded 1 license for 3  

additional dispensaries*

NV Awarded 7 dispensary  
licenses*

JAN 2019
AR Awarded 1 dispensary  

license*

APR 2019
ND Awarded 4  

dispensary licenses

MAY 2018
ND Cultivation License  

Awarded

MI 6 dispensaries owned or  
in the process of closing

NOV 2018
MI Pre-approved  

for cultivation,  
processing and
dispensing licenses

OK Obtained 4 dispensary  
licenses*

CT Awarded 1 dispensary  
license*

VT Entered into a strategic  
partnership with a large  
vertically integrated  
operator in the state
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2019

2018

JUL 2019
GR    Curaleaf merger        

announcement, 
expected to close 
early 2020



Missouri
New Jersey

PENNSYLVANIA
1 Grow/Processing (of original 12)

12 Dispensaries (3 owned, 9 under  

management*)

MARYLAND
1 Grow (of 15)

1Processing (of 15)

2 Dispensaries (of 104) (1 owned, 1 under  

management)

OHIO
Level II Cultivation (1 of 12)

1Processing (of 40)

2 Dispensaries (of 54)

NORTH DAKOTA
1 Grow/Processing (of 2)
4 Dispensaries (of 8)

NEVADA
1 Grow/Processing (23.33% controlling  

interest)

7 Dispensaries* (80% ownership interest)

MICHIGAN
4 Dispensaries (pre-approved licenses for grow/  

processing and dispensaries ; approved site for 

cultivation/ processing; currently waiting  for final state 

or local licensing)

OKLAHOMA
7 Dispensaries*

VERMONT
(Strategic Partnership)

2 Grow (of 5)

1 Processing (of 3)

4 Dispensaries (of 10)

CONNECTICUT
1 Dispensary*

ARKANSAS
1 Dispensary*

*The following entities are subject to option agreements, or similar contractual relationships,  thatare

furtherdescribedintheriskfactorssection underthesub-section titled"Information  RegardingCertain

LicenseHolding Entities".

GRASSROOTS NATIONAL FOOTPRINT

CURRENT OPERATIONS

ILLINOIS
1 Grow/Processing (of 21)

8 Dispensaries (of 55) (Affiliated with  

Grassroots)

APPLICATIONS PENDING

7
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ARIZONA
1 License

7



GRASSROOTS NATIONAL FOOTPRINT

**Affiliated dispensaries ***Sites identified, licenses pre-approved Source: Management estimates, State Reports and Websites, Arcview Research, BDS Analytics

Please refer to “Cautionary Note Regarding Future-Oriented Financial Information” (1) This represents a 23.33% minority interest (2) This represents a 80% majority interes
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IL PA MD OH ND NV MI OK VT CT AR TOTAL

MARKET STRUCTURE

Population (mm) 12.8 12.8 6.1 11.6 .8 3.0 10.0 3.9 .6 3.6 3.0 68.2

Medical Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 11

Adult Use No No No No No Yes Yes No No No No 2

Registered Patients (m) 87 161 87 64 1 18 286 178 6 38 25 951

Tourism (mm) 114 182 38 219 22 43 113 8 13 6 29 787

GRASSROOTS LICENSES

Cultivation 1 of 21 1 of 12 1 of 15 1 of 24 1 of 2 1(1)
TBD N/A 2 of 5 N/A N/A 8

Processing 1 of 21 1 of 12 1 of 15 1 of 40 1 of 2 1(1)
TBD N/A 1 of 3 N/A N/A 7

Dispensing 8 of 55** 12 of 150 2 of 102 2 of 60 4 of 8 7 (2)
4*** 7 4 of 10 1 1 of 32 52

GRASSROOTS OPERATIONS/MANAGEMENT

Dispensaries Operating 8 9 2 0 3 0 1 1 2 0 0 26

Dispensaries to Open 8 3 0 2 1 7 3*** 6 2 1 1 34

Current Cultivation Sq. Ft.  in 
Operation (m) 35 35 35 0 0 10 0 0 4 0 0 119

Cultivation Sq. Ft. to be  
constructed (m) 35 35 20 6 28 8 0 0 8 0 0 140



LOCAL STATS

PROGRAM START:  

POPULATION:  

PATIENT COUNT:

• Adult-use legislation recently passed which will phase in beginning January 2020

• Patient count currently growing aggressively given the phase-in of the Opioid Replacement Law in 
early 2019;  broader list of qualifying conditions + issuance of provisional licenses, which has 
created shorter waiting times to obtain medical cards 

• Currently in the process of expanding our cultivation by a factor of roughly 4x current cultivation 
capacity via the build-out of an additional 35,000 sq ft at our Litchfield, IL cultivation center, as 
well as adding a roughly 40,000 sq ft greenhouse. These expansions are pending final approval 
from Department of Agriculture 

• Expect to see a phased-in rollout of adult-use throughout 2020 as current medical dispensaries 
secure zoning approvals for adult-use, secondary dispensaries secure zoning and complete build-
outs, and cultivators ramp up capacity

• Anticipating demand to far exceed supply until the additional supply from cultivator expansions 
hit the market, which will likely not be seen until Q2 2020

• Recently launched a series of concentrates, Hale healthy edibles, Wana edibles and have some 
unique innovation coming in a few weeks with the Delta8 pens launch

NOV. 2015

12.7mm

87,000 

ILLINOIS

Dispensary Cultivation
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LOCAL STATS

PROGRAM START:  

POPULATION:  

PATIENT COUNT:

• We currently have all 9 of our original dispensaries open and are ramping revenues; 3 more 
dispensaries in the pipeline

• Seeing strong growth and the major gating issue is product availability.  There is a severe 
shortage of flower in the market currently due to the state adding flower as approved product 
earlier than expected and higher than expected patient enrollment

• PA medical patient count continues to exceed growth projections and the market is under-
supplied

• Our cultivation center came online during 2Q 2019 and has the highest rated flower in the state;  
we are currently on back-order at every dispensary in PA

• In the process of a 3x expansion of our existing Chambersburg, PA cultivation center via the 
build-out of an additional 35k square feet in the existing building

• New product launches include new flower strains, RSO capsules and a new vapes line, set to 
launch in November; will continue to drive growth as Grassroots remains the #1 cultivator in the 
PA market

MAY 2018

12.8mm

161,000 

PENNSYLVANIA

Dispensary Cultivation

PENNSYLVANIA
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Our retail footprint has enabled us to  gather data 

and insights on the patient  experience, which has 

informed our product  pipeline and retail offering
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BRAND PORTFOLIO

WE CONNECT DEEPLY WITH OUR PATIENTS THROUGH TAILOREDBRANDS

RETAIL PRODUCTS WELLNESS

A unique approach to the  

dispensary experience  that 

includes wellness

events, support groups, and  

educational seminars

A trusted cannabis brand that  

deepens life experiences for  

people from all walks of life,  built 

from the ground up by

knowledgeable and caring experts

Lifestyle brand with a product  

portfolio targeted toward  

consumers looking for healthier  

alternatives to health & wellness
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RETAIL

WE EDUCATE DEEPLY WITH A PERSONALIZED RETAIL  EXPERIENCE
Herbology is an inviting family of hometown cannabis dispensaries, where passionate  Herbologists 

connect people from all walks of life to the most trusted and effective cannabis- based products for their

lifestyle

• We have Herbologists, not Bud Tenders. They share a healthy obsession with the cannabis  plant and 
the science behind the products in our dispensaries, sharing this knowledge  with our customers 
and our communities.

• Our stores have a welcoming, inclusive vibe. In addition to selling trusted  products, we 
host a wide range of wellness and educational events to help our  customers live a 
safe, healthy lifestyle.

• Our Herbologists are trained using a curriculum developed by the Case  Institute, the 
first and only accredited research facility measuring the medical  and health benefits of 
cannabis in the U.S.

• We strive to create a different kind of dispensary community by getting to  know our 
customers and then tailoring recommendations based on their needs.
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PREMIUM PRODUCTS

WE CARE DEEPLY, INFUSING OUR PRODUCTS  WITH PASSION 
AND HIGH QUALITYINGREDIENTS
We’re a cannabis company with soul, born in Illinois and growing nationally from  the 

ground up. We’re a welcoming community from different backgrounds,  rooted 

together in a common passion: Cannabis inspires us to live deeply.

• Premium product line that includes exclusive strains and  
proprietary genetics

• Wide range of products across flower, concentrates, vapes, edibles  and
more

• Leveraged a CPG model in creating our new brand architecture,  which 
allows for innovation and portfolio expansion

• Roots in medical cannabis, trusted by patients and families

• Built in the same hometown communities where we work and live
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ON THE FOREFRONT OF RESEARCH

OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH CASEINSTITUTE

• Our multi-year research partnership enables us to advance cutting-edge  
cannabis science and research initiatives.

• We will work together with university and industry partners on cannabis  
research projects that will produce generalized knowledge intended for  the 
public domain.

• Grassroots will gain exclusive commercial rights to novel IP and access  to deep 
knowledge of the plant and its commercialization.

• These scientific advances are expected to attract additional private,  state, 
and federal funding.
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WE LEARN DEEPLY

DATA IS AT THE FOUNDATION OF OUREFFORTS
We are exploring partnerships that will enable us to mine and apply data  insights 

to shape the consumer experience across touchpoints

• As an MSO, we have access to data along the entire supply chain

• We are investing in the technology, processes and talent to leverage this  data in 
all segments of our business

• Our access to customer data helps us create powerful, efficient direct  
messaging with our prospective and current patients/shoppers – especially 
useful given limitations of advertising in cannabis

• Our vertically integrated model and significant dispensary footprint  gives us 
unprecedented access to sales, patient, and condition-level data  that can help 
shape our product innovation pipeline.
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

- Thefollowingfinancialsarepresentedona  

non-IFRSbasis.

- Pleasereferto “Cautionary NoteRegarding

Future-Oriented  FinancialInformation”
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Retail $11 $22 $22
Processing $0 $2 $4
Growing $1 $7 $6
Total Revenues $12 $30 $32

18



PRO-FORMA CAPITALIZATION TABLE
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GR COMPANIES INC. – PRO-FORMA CAPITALIZATION TABLE
ESTIMATED FULLY DILUTED SHARE COUNT AT YE19

COMMON STOCK SHARES PERCENTAGES

Existing Equity Holders 5,133 41.70%

Equity Held by Founders & Insiders 4,866 39.54%

Convertible Debt Holders 1,756 14.27%

Employee Incentive Shares 218 1.77%

Other 335 2.72%

TOTAL 12,308 100.00%

Notes:
- Only one class of stock
- Interest on convertible debt represents accrual through 12/31/2019



• EXECUTE on the planned opening of approximately 20 new Herbology stores during 2019

• BRING ONLINE 3 new cultivation centers to serve patients in PA, ND, and OH

• EXPAND cultivation center capacity in IL, MD, VT, and PA in order to address growth in each of those  markets

• INTRODUCE our new brand architecture including our CBD from hemp product line and our health and  wellness

brand

• IMPLEMENT a data driven culture throughout the organization

• CONTINUE to grow our footprint both organically via license wins and targeted M&A

KEY 2019 INITIATIVES
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MITCH KAHN
Founder, CEO
20+ years of chief executive experience. Successfully  scaled 
Grassroots into a national consumer products cannabis 
company with 60+ licenses and 700+ employees across 12
states.
Currently serves as a Chairman of Frontline Real Estate 
Partners and previously served as President and  CEO of 
Hilco Real Estate.

MATT DARIN
COO & CFO
15+ years of experience as an entrepreneur and executive 
in the cannabis and commercial real estate  industries. 
Effectively managed $75 Million of invested  capital in 
Grassroots and its affiliated entities.
Currently serves as a Principal and CFO of Frontline  Real 
Estate Partners, which he co-founded in 2010.

ANDY COHEN
Partner & Market President, Maryland
25+ years of experience in leadership, brand building  and 
financial management. Instrumental in Grassroots’  rapid 
expansion.
Previously founded and led specialty retailer Water Water
Everywhere and served as CEO of a wine distribution 
company and an outdoor furniture and recreation- al 
equipment retailer.

STEVE WEISMAN
Chief Strategy Officer
Leads the Caompany’s new market initiatives, acquisitions, 
product development and strategy.
Extensive entrepreneurial and corporate governance  
experience. Previously counseled private equity sponsors 
and portfolio companies on M&A as an attorney at  Kirkland 
& Ellis LLP in Chicago.

JOSH JOSEPH
Principal & Director, Real Estate
25+ years of real estate experience; closed over $1.5  
Billion in transactions across 40 states.
A Founder and Principal of Frontline Real Estate Partners, a 
full-service commercial real estate firm, where  he sources 
acquisition and advisory opportunities in  addition to 
managing Frontline’s team of professionals.

LISA HURWITZ
Chief Marketing and Innovation Officer  
15+ years of experience in the agency business.  
Previously served as VP, Global Brand Design at  
Kimberly-Clark, translating global brand strategies into 
seamless experiences for consumers, and as EVP  at 
Starcom Mediavest Group and Leo Burnett / Arc.  Spent 
7 years at P&G across their Beauty, Fabric Care  and Oral 
Care portfolios.

TALLEY WETTLAUFER
Director of Retail
15+ years of experience in global merchandising, 
international expansion and profit & loss management at  
Petco, J. Crew and Abercrombie & Fitch.
Proven track record of managing strategic initiatives,  
performing market research & trend analysis and driving 
product pricing strategy.

BRIAN SCHINDERLE
EVP, Finance
20+ years of buy-side experience managing fixed in- come 
and equity assets. Leads Grassroots Cannabis’  strategy, 
M&A and capital markets activities. Currently serves as the 
Founder and Managing Partner of  Solidum Capital
Advisors.
Has served on various corporate boards and is an active 
private investor across the cannabis space.

THE TEAM + EXPERIENCE
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• Experience: Management team has a strong track  
record of success in other industries and has been  
hands-on owner/operators in the cannabis space since 
2014 (first locations opened in January 2016)

• Excellent Track Record of Application Wins: Won
licenses in limited license, high barrier states – IL, MD,
PA, OH, ND, AR, NV, and CT

• Cultivation Capacity: 260,000 Sq. Ft. under roof across 4 
facilities with 150,000 Sq. Ft. currently built  out

• Scale: Very strong position in states with oligopolistic  
market structure and significant regulatory barriers  to
entry

• Unique Footprint in Key Markets: Vertically integrated 
operator in IL, MD, PA, OH, ND and VT – combined 
population of 45mm – more than Canada’s entire 
population of 37mm

• Future Opportunities: Robust deal pipeline with  active 
opportunities in numerous growth markets and a 
continuing focus on new application wins

• Retail Focus: Extensive retail management  
experience throughout the senior team

• Real Estate Expertise: Affiliated real estate site 
selection team with combined 100+ years  
experience

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
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OUR VALUES
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THANK YOU
For all questions please contact:

MITCH KAHN
847-867-3003

mkahn@grassrootscannabis.com

BRIAN SCHINDERLE
312-961-0957

bschinderle@grassrootscannabis.com

TORI ROSEMAN
872-302-0340

vroseman@grassrootscannabis.com
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